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Abstract

Over the years, Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS) has been implemented to manage and operate public transportation system. With the expanding mass spatio-temporal data such as comprehensive spatial information of each individual passenger and public transportation vehicle, it has been required to consolidate and analyze these multiple data sets from various sources. This paper demonstrates how GIS is utilized for the consolidation of massive transit related spatio-temporal information. And it presents effective applications to improve transit planning process and support transit related decision-making activities. GIS based system is used to combine multi-agents' data in the areas of transit operation and individual transit ride and transfer management. Due to the unique comprehensiveness and the level of detail of the data provide by the Seoul Transit system, this GIS based information consolidation is the first in its class. Based on the integrated database, this paper describes the effective and efficient GIS based analysis deployed in a transportation system planning process. The data integration systems and analytic models developed in this paper can be transferred and applied by any municipal governments provided that the appropriate data is available.
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1. Introduction

For years, the Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS) has been implemented to manage and operate public transportation system in an efficient and effective manner.

The system produces mass spatio-temporal data such as comprehensive spatial information for each individual
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passenger and public transportation vehicle, including the complete trip chains of each transit passenger and real-time tracking records of virtually all routed buses. With the expanded production of such mass data, the need for the consolidation and analysis of these multiple datasets from a number of sources has been increased continuously.

This paper demonstrates how GIS is utilized for multi-agent to integrate and to consolidate massive transit related spatio-temporal information. And it presents effective applications to improve public transportation planning process and to support transit related decision-making activities of multi-agent. The GIS based system issued to combine massive transit data in the areas of transit planning and spatiotemporal data integration. With regards to the integrated database, this study describes the GIS based analysis models that facilitate transportation system planning process in Section 2.

the Geographic Information System for transportation (GIS-T) is interconnected hardware, software, data, people, organizations, and institutional arrangements for collecting, storing, analyzing, and communicating particular types of information about the earth. The particular types of information are transportation systems and geographic regions that affect or are affected by these systems [4].

There is also widening recognition that transportation is a major component of the quality-of-life and sustainability [9]. This restricts accessibility to opportunities and has major negative impacts on the environment [7]. On the other hand, GIS-T can play a central role in the new environment for public land-use and transportation decision making [1], [6], [7]. By allowing a wide range of information to be integrated based on location, GIS-T fosters a holistic perspective on complex transportation problems. It allows analytical and computational tools to be used in conjunction with detailed representations of the local context. GIS-T can also make transportation information more accessible, potentially enhancing representations of the local context. GIS-T fosters a holistic perspective on complex transportation problems. It allows analytical and computational tools to be used in conjunction with detailed representations of the local context. GIS-T can also make transportation information more accessible, potentially enhancing location and transportation decision-making by the public-at-large and encouraging wider participation in transportation planning process [2], [7], [8]. Kai han(2005) researched about transportation decision making system using geodatasets and GIS platform.

2. Massive Spatio–temporal Transit Data and GIS Database Integration

2.1 Data Framework
The transit datasets integrated in this research include the BMS (Bus Management System) data, trip records by route/stop/time of day, fare collection records by operator/routes, and real-time operation records from the data warehouse of the Smart Card System.

Figure 1 provide overall scheme of the data framework including the BMS data and Smart Card System data and
its availabilities.

The following GIS layers for the bus and subway system were either extracted or calculated from the transit data: Bus stop, Bus route, Subway stop, Subway route. Many transport operation-based analyses rely on the transit route and stop data served as the base of transit data, which sits in the core of the data framework.

2.2 Smart Card Data

Smart Card (SC) is the dominant fee payment method of Seoul transit system. About 92 percent of transit users, including passenger from surrounding cities, use Smart Card for their daily trips. From the administration standpoint, the SC data provides detailed information associating each individual’s trip chains, time of boarding/alighting, distance traveled, O-D (Origin-Destination) stations, fee amount, and so on.

By processing the SC data, it is possible to analyze important transit planning associated attributes including

- Numbers of boardings/alightings along bus routes and bus classifications,
- Time of Day (TOD) Boardings/Alightings
- Passenger volumes along bus routes and bus classifications, and TOD passenger volumes.

The other distinctive contribution of SC data is the information on the mode transfer of each individual. Transfer associated information includes time and location of alighting/re-boarding, transit mode chains, number of transfer for an entire trips, and fee amount paid for the transfer (s).

2.3 Bus Management System (BMS) and Bus Route Data Creation

BMS data includes the comprehensive information of each bus route. It is sorted in accordance with Route Number, Route ID, spatial order, station ID and the combination of each bus stop (Figure 2).

By connecting the stops of each route on GIS, the physical routes of all bus lines are created initially.

Figure 3 shows sample Route of Layer 421 bus line operating in Seoul.

2.4 Integration of Spatiotemporal Information on a GIS Platform

Since the bus stop ID and StationID of the BMS and Bus Route data system are not compatible with BaseStationID of Smart Card system, additional data processing is required to match them. For this, a mapping table was created in the GIS Database and The StationID and BaseStationID conversion function was created (Figure 4).

This resulted in a matching Attribute information of each BMS Station including BusRouteID, ApplyDate, LinkID, CardStationID, BaseStationID, CardSequenceNo and BMSSequenceNo.

To accommodate the Gyunggido Bus route that stretched...
to Seoul, the same data processing and integration was implemented. These results in the comprehensive supply are Demand GIS database of the buses in owe surrounding Seoul. Figures 5 and 6 illustrates the number of buses operating and the passenger volumes using bus for a day. Any sliced TOD analysis is possible if the interested time period is specified. Figure 7 shows how to define relationships and map the bus spatial and attribute information.

3. Application of GIS-based Analytical Model for Transit Planning

3.1 GIS-based Analytical Model Design for Public Transit Planning

It is practically impossible to describe the entire implications of GIS-T data system since it provide virtually any Spatio-Temporal analysis depending on the comprehensiveness of the data included. Further, the GIS-T data is the first transit system in class. Thus further intensive efforts should be followed to reveal the whole transit planning implication.

Followings are some examples of such implications:

- Major Corridors Demand/Supply Comparison
- Transit Routes Optimization
- Sub-regional Transit Supply & Accessibilities Analysis
- Inter-zonal Transit Demand/Supply Comparison

3.2 Demand and Supply Analysis in Major Transit Corridors

During a peak period in an urban area, demand often
exceeds capacity. The temporal or spatial redistribution of demand that results from this over saturation can be estimated based on the capacity of a corridor. In this paper, it was performed by discriminating between the major demand corridors and the major supply corridors. In order to generate the major corridors, creating the combined network of links identified by the node id was the first step in this process. And the attribute tables containing the trip records and vehicle operation records by time of day were associated with this spatial network using a table relationship. Figure 8 and 9 presents the result of applying these procedures.

3.3 Transit Route Capacity Optimization

In this section, the analysis for transit route capacity optimization was performed using the trip records by route/stop/time of day.

Figure 10 shows one of the bus routes indicated to be optimized. The lines are represented with the dark gray line connecting the links and the widths of the lines are related to the number of passengers by the segments. The broad lines on the map correspond to cost effective sections, but the thick lines mean the section that should be verified its efficiency.

3.4 Equity Analysis of Public Transit Service Over Regions

As a simplification, local transit accessibility for each transit system is estimated by calculating the number of
stations to percentage of population. To compute its service population and service area, the regions are divided into 25 sections by administrative districts. The number of stops is weighted by the number of routes corresponding with the stop. When taking the statistics of bus/subway stops, it is calculated by a point-to-polygon spatial join method and each factor is classified into three classes by a quantile method.

Based on the procedures mentioned above, Figure 11 shows the results of statistic analysis by overlaying these regions on the captive rider layer estimated by the number of passenger cars.

3.5 Transit Demand Analysis: Desire Line by O-D and Available Transit Routes

The analysis in equity of public transit service was the supply side information for public transit planning. In this section, a desire line analysis is performed on the demand side for transportation planning. In order to generate the desire line analysis maps, travel demand data are derived from O-D Matrix obtained from travel records. Figure 12 is an example for the desire line analysis. The desire lines show the travel desired between the origin and destination. The lines are represented with the red straight line connecting the trip origin region, Do-Bong, and five destination regions rated in the top five of desired traveled areas. The widths of the lines are related to the amount of travel desired between the regions. In addition, Figure 13 shows available transit routes and this can be considered as an effective way of placing the public transit routes.

4. Conclusion

This paper has described how to integrate mass spatio-temporal information related with transit planning, information systems and the GIS-based analytical model design for public transit planning for multi-agents. These spatio-temporal data sets can be synchronized in the GIS database so that when the database is updated partially or fully, it will be systematically reflected in the results of GIS-base analysis. This flexibility can be a major benefit in efficiency of the GIS in transit planning. The paper also presented the effective applications to improve a public transportation planning process and to support transit related decision-making activities of multi-agents.

The GIS based system issued to combine massive transit data in the areas of transit planning and spatio-temporal data integration. In regards to the integrated database, the study describes the effective and efficient GIS based analysis models that facilitate transportation system planning process. The systems and analytic models developed in this paper can be transferred and applied by any multi-agents providing that the appropriate data is available.
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